
ABOUT US

Founded in 2009, Neuwall, Inc. is headquartered in Shanghai, China. Neuwall, Inc.
Was developed from SHANGHAI GIBO STAR whose reputation for providing
high-quality, cost-effective and energy efficiency Building Materials. Neuwall
partitions wall, made its mark in the full-height movable wall system called the series
NW821(65mm), NW835(88mm), NW840(100mm)targeting large organizations in the
world that required the flexibility to quickly and efficiently reconfigure their space.
Neuwall affiliated SHANGHAI GIBOSTAR, allowing us to ensure a continued
commitment to improve and innovate our movable partitions wall system.

Neuwall, composed of two manufacture companies located in SHANGHAI and
GUANGZHOU that ensure us providing high-quality and efficient service,It's our pride
to support the customer with our long-term and various experienced staff in all
partition wall areas. This is why we can provide the best price and short delivery
from Neuwall. We would like to be a profitable long term business partner with you,
forever.

Product Introduction

Nowadays space usage is more and more diversification, people need to change a
space flexibly according to the need of the job, movable partition wall can not only
divide or expand a space conveniently and rapidly, and still can improve the layout of
whole space and function.

Depending on the use function and decoration style, you can choose movable wall
with better sound insulation effect and privacy, and can have different decorative
surface to beautify your office environment. If there is a need for transparency or
light, you can also choose movable glass partition wall to achieve both dividing the
space and enjoying a good view.

When you need a meeting room for clients or staff training, your working area can be
transformed into the space you need easily and quickly. On the other hand, large
office areas can be easily divided into small ones to provide privacy for your
employees, reduce interference and improve work efficiency.

The multi-function hall of the hotel can be divided into large space according to the
use function for wedding banquet or large forum, and also can be divided into small
space for small meetings or banquets.



Partition wall is top hung system, rail installed on beam without rail on the floor, with
minimal damage to the existing structure, when you need to break up a space, Push
out wall panel from the parking area, locked the wall panel by top&bottom
retractable seal, panels with tongue and groove interface sealed tightly, form sound
insulation wall, when this wall is no need, you can push the wall panel back to
parking area, restore to a large area. If you are building a fixed wall, you cannot
change the space and create the space flexibly

Our professional design team can provide you with professional pre-sales
consultation and design the most advantageous layout according to your space,
ensuring that you can meet the flexible use of space needs now and in the future.
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